
DUPONTTM TYVEK® PROTECTIVE PACKAGING
Case study – Technology serving art
Using Tyvek®: protecting antique tapestries during storage and transport

“Our tapestries would have greatly suffered without Tyvek®”

Protecting the beauty and the skill displayed in the Aubusson tapestries is Bruno Ythier’s full-time  
responsibility as curator of the Cité internationale de la tapisserie et de l’art tissé, who is an avid user  
of Tyvek® products.

“Our museum is overflowing with very high-quality, priceless 
tapestries. We do not currently have the space to hang them 
all, so we need to put some in storage. The problem? What is 
the best way to store 17th century tapestries, or those signed 
by Le Corbusier, without damaging them? Tyvek® could not 
have been brought out at a better time. We needed a product 
that was pH neutral, reliable, tear-resistant but not totally 
air-tight, allowing the fabric to breathe. Tyvek® met all these 
requirements precisely,” Bruno Ythier told us. “Now this is 
the only product we use to package and cover the cardboard 
tubes around which the tapestries are rolled.” 

Tyvek® is puncture- and tear-resistant and offers protection 
from UV and dust; it is also used when transporting 
tapestries between different locations. “We often lend 
works to museums, castles and churches. Tyvek® ensures safe, 
problem-free transportation for this as well,” adds the curator. 
“After removing the tapestries from these locations, which can 
be damp, we protect them with Tyvek® which, as a breathable 
product, allows the moisture to evaporate. This would not 
happen with simple plastic sheeting.” 



Tyvek® is now an irreplaceable and essential product 
for the Cité international de la tapisserie et de l’art tissé 
at Aubusson. “Our tapestries would have greatly suffered 
without Tyvek®. The dangers? Primarily, dust, but also mould 
and fungal growth if they are kept in a damp room, or even a 
risk of the dye bleeding. This would destroy the beauty of the 
work of art.” 

Tyvek® is lightweight, flexible, soft to the touch and anti-
static, and is very easy to handle, cut and glue. Available in 
a 3 m width and in 2 lengths (50 m and 100 m), Tyvek® is 
reusable and fully recyclable.

We would like to thank the Cité de la Tapisserie  
(see www.cite-tapisserie.fr) for their contribution.

For further information, please visit our website: 
www.packaging.tyvek.com 

or contact our distributor for art packaging: 
www.kingnonwovens.nl 
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DUPONTTM TYVEK® PROTECTIVE PACKAGING

PROPERTIES OF DUPONTTM TYVEK®:

•  breathable, prevents condensation and 
mould growth

•  protects from dust, wind and air, water resistant
•  offers high level of tear and puncture resistance, 

UV and heat resistance (up to 80º C)
•  easy to handle as it is available in a 3 m width 

and 2 lengths (50 m and 100 m)
•  flexible, lightweight, soft to the touch and anti-static
•  reusable and fully recyclable


